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Dynamic Load Balancing by Round Robin and
Warshall Algorithm in Cloud Computing
Nikhat Azhar, Mohd. Haroon
Due to the easy process of installation and simple work
system, consumers of cloud figure out are increasing
tremendously. The users’ quantity is directly proportional
to the increased load on the resources. Every system has a
performance index, which is in the cloud is mainly based
on the users and the services provided by the cloud.
When the number of clients is continuously increasingand
the quantity of resources is limited than a situation came,
which is shows a bad effect on system’s performance but
in the cloud, there is a solution for such circumstances in
the form of scalability, virtualization, and load collate.
Scalability is a characteristic of cloud figure out and
Virtualization and load Collate are the core concepts of
Cloud Figure out.

Abstract: Cloud Computing is a well- known technology that
delivers scalable, fault–tolerant, consistent, secure and
reliable computational services. Cloud figure out grants its
services in subscriptions means user have to pay as much they
use. Due to the continuously progressing and increasing area,
cloud figure out is a very good topic for researchers. The main
area of interest in cloud figure out is virtualization, collates,
software defined network, network function virtualization and
many more. There are limited load collates algorithms are
used in cloud, and all algorithms having its own advantages
and disadvantages. This is the requirement of time to invent a
new efficient algorithm in load collate in cloud figure out,
through which we can get maximum throughput, minimum
response time, etc. Here in this research paper authors are
proposing a new approach of dynamic load collate, which
mainly depends on the distance between datacenter to host.
Simulation is done by CloudSim toolkit. Authentication and
effectiveness of the proposed load collate algorithm are
checked by comparative analysis with existing load collate
algorithm.

Nowadays two technologies are swaying in the
computing environment, Cloud Computing and Machine
learning. Authors have studied many techniques of
machine Learning (ML) [2]. In ML, to train a machine a
big amount of computational power is required. With the
help of cloud figure out, one can access such high
computational power for the required period on the pay
on use way.

Index Terms: load collate, cloud figure out, host, virtual
machine, cloud simulator

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing Characteristics

In the simplest way, we can that cloud figure out is a
system in which figure out services are achieved by the
user via the internet, on a subscription manner. We will
use Cloud Figure out and Cloud words interchangeable
within the paper. We will use load collate and load
balancing words interchangeable within the paper. There
are services provider and the users, and cloud figure out
is a web structure between the user and the services
provider to make every figure out work easy. There is no
need to establish a setup to avail any service as cloud
figure out provides services at every level in the form of
IAAS, PAAS, and SAAS [1].

Cloud figure out characteristics are as following [3]:
1) On-demand self-service-- cloud figure out
provides services to the user on the subscriptionbased manner as we have to pay for the services
until we are using it.
2)

The standard definition of Cloud Figure out, given by
NIST in 2011 is:

3) Rapid Elasticity– No. of cloud resources can be
added or reduced based on the demand for that
resource. There are two types of scaling exist.
a) Horizontal Scaling (scaling out).
b) Vertical Scaling (scaling up).

"Cloud Figure out is a model for enabling convenient, ondemand network access to a shared pool of configurable
figure out resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage,
application, and services ) that can be rapidly provisioned
and released with minimal management effort or service
provider interaction. ”
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Resources pooling–multiple users can use the
same physical hardware with the multi-tenant
aspect of cloud figure out, The basic idea behind
the pooling of the resources is virtualization
approaches.

4) Measured services or Pay per us– In cloud
figure out some specific metrics are used to
charge the user. The metrics are the number of
used CPU cycles, storage space used during the
whole process.
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out allows the different user to use the same physical
5) Broad network access–By applying standard
hardware sand different virtual devices.
access mechanisms any user can access any
b) Load Collate
required cloud figure out resources over the
network.
Load collate is also a very useful concept of cloud figure out,
the numbers of users or end users are continuously
Types of Cloud Computing Services
increasing, so in the same ratio load on the data centers
Authors Studied many papers related to Cloud figure out
are increasing .load collate is a concept in which load at
and Grid figure out to get the deep knowledge of models
the Datacenter distributed to a different host by the load
of these computing systems [4].Cloud figure out system
balancer to maximize the resources utilization and
depends on two perspectives: Capability and
user’s satisfaction. When the load at any resources
Accessibility.
reached to the maximum tolerable limit then the load is
a shifted from that resource to the respective resource of
another host. To balance the load among all hosts of a
datacenter of the cloud system becomes a major threat
1) Based on Types of capability or the services
in cloud figure out.
provided by the cloud figure out system– Cloud
System provides three different types of service
models :
a) Software as a service
b) Platform as a service
c) Infrastructure as a service
2) Based on Types of accessibility also known as
Deployment Models– Cloud System provides
three different types of deployment model as
follows:
a) Public cloud system
b) Private cloud system
c) Hybrid cloud system
d) Community cloud system
Advantages of Cloud Computing
These are the advantages of cloud figure out
1) Facilitate Zero-downtime rolling updates to the
web server
2) Facilitate an immediate increase in capacity
3) Enhance Fault Tolerance
4) Reduce load on web servers through SSL
termination
5) Facilitate Just In Time Load Collate
Fig.1: Load Collate
Algorithms of Load Collate are particularly of two
types:

Cloud Computing Concepts And Enabling
Technologies

1) Static Load Collate Algorithms:

1) The key concepts behind Cloud Figure out are
as follows:

In static load collate algorithm, all the load distribution
among all computing node done before the execution of
the system. In static load collate load distribution started
before the computation. In static load collate for input job
statically distributed to all available computing machine.
the distribution is fully based on the history of the
machine[5]. if any computer machine having the good
computing power and good memory the load balancer
will allocate a higher amount of data.

a) Virtualization
In Cloud Figure out scenario, Virtualization refers to
the division of physical resources (such as Processor,
Disk, Memory, and Network) into multiple virtual
resources. The latest definition of Virtualization is”
Virtualization is a technique which converts hardware
into software". The multi-tenant aspect of cloud figure
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time quantum.The task is allocated to the node (VM) in a
circular manner for a predefined time quantum [9]. Every
node has to finish its task within the quantum, otherwise
has to wait for the next turn.

2) Dynamic Load Collate Algorithms:
In dynamic Load Collate, load distribution started at run
time. It means after the execution of the program .it
means well all computing nodes at any moment if any
computing node declares I am overloaded, At that
moment dynamic Load Balancer will take the
responsibility and migrate the excess loan from
overloaded system to under loaded system. Several
techniques are in use for load Migration of excess load
from overloaded system to under loaded system.

Metrics for Load Collate
These are the metrics for Load Collate [6].
1) Throughput: It is the calculation of
completedtask within particular time duration. If
the throughput of a system is high means the
system’s performance is very good.

Fig.2: Round Robin Process

2) Min-Min Algorithm:
In Min-Min Algorithm, load balancer checks the burst
time of the coming request and the completion time of the
resources [10]. After that load balancer allocates the
request with minimum burst time to the resource with the
minimum completion time. In Min-Min algorithm, big
size requests suffered from the starvation problem.

2) Fault-Tolerance: A system is said to be fault
tolerance if it recovers from failure very
speedily.
3) Migration Process: Migration is the transfer of
resources from one host another host. For a good
Cloud Figure out system, migration time should
be less. It is of two types, task migration, and
resources migration.

3) Max-Min Algorithm:
In Max-Min Algorithm, load balancer checks the burst
time of the incoming request and the completion time of
the resources [10].After that load balancer allocates the
request with maximum burst time to the resource with the
minimum completion time. In Max-Min Algorithm, small
size requests suffered from the starvation problem.

4) Scalability: It is the quality of a load collate
algorithm that if we added more resource, there
is no effect on its efficiency.
5) Overhead: Overhead is the extra charge paid to
maintain the efficiency of a load collate
algorithm. For a good algorithm, it should be
less.

4)Modified Active Monitoring Algorithm:
Modified Active Monitoring algorithm is based on Active
monitoring algorithm. The core point of this load Collate
algorithm to find the VM with least Load along with the
process to allocate free VM to any request so that
optimum utilization of the virtual machine is done [11]. It
checks the least loaded VM to serve the request
simultaneously considering the previous allocation. If the
least loaded VM is previously used; it goes for next least
loaded VM for the user request.

6) Resource Utilization: Resource utilization
means all the resources are in the working state.
Neither any resource should be overload nor
should any resource be idle. For any efficient
load collate algorithm, it should be maximum.
7) Carbon Emission:As much as energy is
consumed by a system, Carbon emission will be
more, As the number of resources increases due
to more energy consumption, carbon emission is
increased. Authors studied many papers on
energy conservation in cloud environment and
related fields as IoT [7, 8].

5)Fair Round-Robin:
The proposed algorithm follows a simple concept of
implementation of different Time Quantum. Which can
be deduced by the help of the algorithm execution round?
In this algorithm, first of all, ready-queue initialized burst
time lists, Time Quantum (TQ), VM-state list, no of
rounds [11].

Various Existing Load Collate Algorithms
1) Round-Robin Algorithm:
It is a very easy and well-known, static task scheduling
based method, which is mainly, depends on the specific
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Round robin
algorithm).

with

Floyd-Warshall

(Shortest

path

If algorithm execution round is even then
TQ=min (Burst time list)
Otherwise TQ=avg(Burst time list)
Then allocate the VM to request in the ready queue
according to the no. of current round.
6) Reverse Round Robin Filling algorithm:
This algorithm is like the traditional RR algorithm else
the condition that in traditional round robin when any
request came at the load balancer, it allocates the last VM
to the first request.In this algorithm, a hash table is
created at the load balancer, which contains the entry of
the last VM along with its availability means VM is free
or busy at the first place and when any request comes,
then that last VM (if free) is allocated to the request [12].
Otherwise, VM at the next place is checked.
7)

Round-Robin with Server Affinity

In this algorithm, the load balancer has organized data in
two way:
a) Hash map:It stores the information about the
userbase request and the last VM allotted to that
request.
b) Status list of VMs: It shows the availability of
each VM (i.e., Busy/Free).
In this algorithm, When a request comes at the load
balancer, it checks the entry of that Userbase request and
along with the VM’s status which one last time served
that request. If that VM is free, then that UserBase
request is allotted to the VM. So if any userbase request
comes many times, still the algorithm runs only once. It
saves a considerable amount of time. Comparison Table
(1) presents Load Collate Algorithms on Pre-defined
Parameters.

Fig.3: System Architecture of the Proposed Algorithm
Motivation and Problem Statement
As the quantity of internet user is increasing, in the same
proportion cloud service provider are increasing so as a
result, the completion between these cloud service
providers (CSP) is increasing. It is mandatory for the
CSPs to improve their facility by improving those
parameters on which quality of their services depends as
response time, request processing time and many others
[13]. In Cloud figure out, there is a concept of the Service
Level Agreement (SLA).
An SLA in cloud figure out confirms the level of services
that are formally defined at the time of contract with the
cloud service provider [14].SLA contains a number of
performance metrics and the corresponding service level
objectives.With the production of huge quantity of data
means big data, cloud figure is mandatory to store and
manage that data properly. So CSP like Microsoft,
Google and AWS are introducing their big data system
[15].
They can get this by using efficient VM load collate
policies, but in the present time, only a limited and
efficient load collate algorithms are in use. Also in most
of the existing load collate policies, a request has to waste
time for free VM at the far host, whereas the free VM is
available or going to be available at the nearest host.
Problem Definition
“To discover an efficient load collate algorithm for the
cloud figures out system and obtains the efficiency of the
proposed algorithm by the comparative analysis of it with
keep going algorithms”.

Cloudlets, DataCenter(DC), DataCenterBroker(DCB),
Host and VM are the main structural elements of cloud
system. the datacentercontains a number of hosts, under a
datacenter, many hosts came. Virtual Machine is the main
processing element, those come under Host. The requests
are actually processed by the VMs. When
datacenterbroker got a job from cloudlet, load collate
algorithms applied it, will decide which VMs to be
allocated the incoming request. Any existing algorithms
do not check the distance between the datacenter and the
hosts’ .when a new request came, rather than check
nearest available free VM, the request is sent to the VM,
which may be far from the datacenter, due to basic
Round-Robin algorithm, which increases the total
response Latency and datacentre processing time.The aim
of the proposed algorithm is to decrease the datacenter
processing time and increase the Response Latency by
modifying the traditional Round Robin load collate
algorithm. In the proposed algorithm, Authors are using
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Through the problem definition, authors get their
objective to proceed in a systematic way:

A. Two-phase (OLB + LBMM) Algorithm
Two-phase(OLB+LBMM)algorithm is a combination of
two algorithms opportunist load collate (OLB) with MinMin (LBMM) algorithm to get better results for load
collate. The main quality of OLB algorithm is to put
every node busy, and through LBMM we get the
minimum completion time for any request.

1)

To review the working load collate algorithms
and try to identify the research gap.
2) To develop an effective load algorithm for load
collate, whose core concept, Authors got from
the result of the above study.
3) To execute the proposed algorithm on CloudSim
and to check its working on parameter as
Processing Timing, No. of Responses, etc.
4) Compare the proposed algorithm with the
existing algorithms to check its efficiency and
accuracy.
5) Show the result in the form of graphs or tables.

B. Central Load Collate For Virtual Machines
This algorithm is specially designed for distributed
virtual machine environment. This is a good algorithm
but the drawback of this algorithm is that the algorithm
doesn’t have a concept for recovery from failure.
C.

The remaining part of the paper is in the given order:

Carton

As the name suggests CARTON (a small container to
keep goods) It combines the main points of load collate
(LB) and distributed rate limiting.

Section 1: Introduction + Background Study.
Section 2: Literature Review

D. Vector Dot

Section 3: Proposed Work.

The main concept of this algorithm is to handle the
hierarchical
complexity
of
the
data
center.
Multidimensionality of resource load across servers also
handles by this algorithm.
A very conceptual paper [6], for researchers, who are
interested in the fundamentals of load collate in clouds.
The author has published a paper based on load collate
concept with the title "Load Collate in Cloud Figure out
using ModifiedThrottled Algorithm" in 2013.
In this paper, the authors presented a new algorithm
works on the accessibility of VM.
This paper [7], describe in detail about the Energy
Efficient Workflow Scheduling in Cloud figure out
Environment and also explains its reliability.
This paper [9], gives a very deep knowledge about the
traditional Round Robin algorithm and also explains the
reason behind the origin of the weighted Round Robin
Algorithm.
In this paper, the author described many other Load
Collate algorithms as least connection, weighted least
connection, etc. The author proposed a new algorithm,
which seems to be like a Traditional RR algorithm but the
difference is that the Load Collate in this improved
algorithm is based on context switching concept. Authors
compare their work with one, two and three server and
reached at the conclusion that as the number of the server
increases response time and the average waiting time is
also decreased.
In this paper [10], Min-Min and Max-Min load collate
Algorithms are explained and compared by the authors. A
very good paper to understand the working of the above
algorithms. After describing both algorithms, authors
come on simulation result to check the performance of
both algorithms. They are using cloudsim toolkit
simulator for their analysis.Through all the above study,
we got that over makespan Max-Min gives good result
than Min-Min.For any good algorithm, makespan should
be less.

Section 4: Result and Discussion
Section 5: Conclusion & Future Scope.
Section 6: Acknowledgement
Section 7: References
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The core concept of this [1] paper is the explanation of
the three load collate techniques with their architecture
and their advantage and disadvantage. There are three
kinds of load collate architecture based on the spatial
distribution of their nodes.
A. Centralized load collate architecture.
B. Decentralized load collate architecture.
C. Hierarchical load collate architecture.
Through this paper [3], we came to know many load
collate algorithm, differentiate on the principle of the
working environment and the Spatial Distribution of the
cloud nodes.
On the Basis of Spatial Arrangement of the Cloud Nodes
Load Collate Algorithms are Divided into Three Parts
1) Centralized load collate
2) Distributed load collate
3) Hierarchy load collate
This [5] is a very fundamental paper with respect to my
research, through this paper, we get the answer of many
fundamental questions about the load collate as what is
the need of load collate phenomena in cloud figure out,
objectives, and types of load collate algorithms. through
this paper, we came to know the relationship between
load collate and Green figure out.
Authors described 28 load collate techniques in the paper,
Authors are explaining some of them.
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A very good paper [11] to understand the basic Round
Robin algorithm and many other algorithms based on the
existing Round Robin algorithm. The suggested
algorithm follows a simple concept of implementation of
Time Quantum based on algorithm execution round.In
this algorithm, first of all, we initialize ready-queue, burst
time list, Time Quantum (TQ), VM-state list, no of the
round. If algorithm execution round is even then

2.

Authors got many equal cost paths till yet. At this point,
they applied an algorithm to search for an edge with the
lowest traffic(load). To check the load on every path, the
controller sends a probe after a time interval T sec.
With the help of the simulation result, it is proved that
this algorithm gives better results than GFF(Global First
Fit).
This paper [18], is the milestone paper to understand the
importance and working of Clouds. The authors of the
paper are also the developers of the CloudSim toolkit.
The core aspect of the paper is the development and
utilization of CloudSim toolkit.
In this paper [19], the authors explained very important
features of cloud figure out, Server Affinity. Server
Affinity is the property of a load balancer to save the
history of the User base requests means to save the
information about the server, who last served that
particular request. They use the same concept to discover
their new load collate technique (Round Robin with
Server Affinity). In the proposed load collate techniques;
a hash map is used to stock the history of the User base
request. So as a result, when a request came, if the hash
map has the entry for that request and the related
particular VM is free, load balancer directly allots that
VM to that request without run the load collate algorithm
again, as a result, it saves a significant amount of time.
Cloud Analyst is used for simulation.

TQ=min(Burst time list)
Otherwise TQ=avg(Burst time list)
Then we allocate the VM to request in the ready queue.
The author using Cloud Analyst tool for simulation Fair
Round Robin algorithm.
A paper [12], which is based on basic Round Robin
algorithm. In the modified algorithm, when the request
comes at the load balancer, it parses the VM's table in
reverse order. When it got the appropriate VM, then
check its status, if that particular VM is free, then allocate
the request to the chosen VM.
From the experimental result, we can see that the
improved or Reverse Round Robin Filling algorithm is
giving better result in comparison to basic RR algorithm,
especially in two criteria response time and cost.
The main attraction of the paper [13], is the comparison
between two algorithms, one is round Robin and another
one is Throttled. Cloud Analyst is used for simulation and
result analysis. Analyzing the comparison result, based on
the cost and overall response time, we reached the
conclusion that data transferring cost of the throttled
policy is less than Round Robin.
In this paper [14], the author suggested a weighted
Round Robin algorithm with some modification in the
traditional Round Robin algorithm. In this proposed load
collate technique, the author gave weight to every virtual
machine, so that at the time of the load distribution, the
load is distributed depending on theweight allocated to
the particular virtual machine, so it is a static load collate
algorithm. A master-slave concept works in the
background. Load Balancer works as the master and VMs
work as the slaves.
In this proposed algorithm, when the load comes, it
distributed to all VM in RR manner then the slave nodes
send information about remaining memory, used CPU
cycle, etc to the master node. According to the
information provided by the slave node, the Master node
builds a weighted table.
In this paper [17], for load collate authors are using the
modified Warshell algorithm with SDN(Software
Defined Network) Datacenter.
The proposed algorithm is made up of two phases:
1.

Algorithm to select Least Traffic Path:

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM: ROUND
ROBIN WITH WARSHALL
Authors are taking the distance between the Datacenter
and the hosts as a parameter in our proposed algorithm.
Section 4 describes the simulation result of the algorithm
using Clouds toolkit. Section 5 describes the comparison
result of the Round Robin algorithm with proposed
Algorithm. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm is given
in Figure 4.The Datacenterbroker maintains one data
structures, which is the Hash table [16].Hash table: this
stores the information related to the VMs.
A. Basic Mathematical equation of the proposed Load
Collate Algorithm: Balanced_Load=N, where
(1)
different kinds of requests.
Responses.

A. Algorithm
As the authors stated above their research work is based
on the distance between the data centre and the servers
(hosts).
Steps of the algorithm are:
1) Authors have 1....j cloudlets.
2) When any request reached the data center broker,
first of all, it checks it's hash table, which contains all
information about VM1....i for each Host. VM id is
taken as the key element to distinguish any VM

Algorithm to Compute Path Cost:

Modified Floyd-Warshall APSP Algorithm
The basic Warshall APSP algorithm has modified by
authors to know the shortest path with the equal cost
within all the vertexes in the given graph.
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among all with these qualities as the distance (a
distance of host from data center), Capacity(memory
of virtual machine), Availability(VM is free or
busy)and hosted (id of the host, to which VM is
attached).
3) If the VM with requires Capacity is free, then after
availability checking, datacenterbroker checks the
distance and allot the request to the nearest VM.
But if the nearest VM is busy, then request is
forwarded towards the second nearest VM and the
same process is continued till datacenterbroker does
not get free VM with the required capacity.
4) Along with the distance parameter data center broker
checks one more thing, let's suppose most nearest
VM is busy, then according to above-mentioned rule,
the request should be forwarded, towards the second
nearest VM, but here data center broker checks one
more thing. If the time to reach the request at the
second nearest VM is more than the waiting time at
the nearest host then data center broker will forward
the request towards the nearest one.
5) To calculate the shortest path between the datacenter
and host authors are using Floyd-warshall algorithm
[17].

Fig.4: Flow Diagram of round-robin with warshall
algorithm.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CloudSim 3.0 is used for simulation. CloudSim is run on
the Java App NetBeans [18]. The CloudSim contains a
large number of classes and libraries like Cloudlet
Scheduler, Data Center, Hosts, VM, Data center Broker,
VM Scheduler, Datacenter Characteristics, etc. It
provides a simulated environment for performing
research on virtual machines [19]. Java language is used
for coding.
A. Configuration and Simulation Result
To get the working and comparative analysis of the
proposed algorithm, we considered the scenario of one
data centre has four hosts and eight VM. Structures
shown in table (2) & (3)
1) Cloudlets response time
2) Data centre processing time
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time is also increasing. When no. of requests are between
300-400, then the slope of the graph is somewhat straight,
it indicates that through the algorithm, we are getting
more response in less time. Through graph 1, we can
easily understand these variations.
From the graph and the table (4) we can see that in
datacenter processing terms first, second and third, the
time difference between two processing is not big but in
the fourth case, this difference is very much, by this we
get the result that Round robin with Warshall algorithm is
working good when we do simulation alone. I took the
reading at different times.

B. Simulation of the Proposed Load Collate Method:
Round Robin with Warshall Algorithm

C. Comparative Study between the Round Robin
and Round Robin with Warshall Algorithm
In this step, we compare the no. of responses given by the
load balancer in three conditions
1) Without applying any Load Balancer(WLB)
2)

Round Robin Load Balancer(RRLB)

3) Round
Robin
Balancer(RRWB)

with

Warshall

load

That is shown in table (5)
Fig.5: The Graph representing the result of the overall
Cloudlet response time(Simulation output: Cloudlet
Response Time).

Fig. 7: The Graph Representing a Comparative Study of
the No. of Response per millisecond(ms).
In the last, Round robin with Warshall Algorithm
achieved more and fast response with respect to Round
Robin Algorithm and gives 94% accuracies without any
load balancer attached with the datacenter.

Fig 6. The Graph represents a study of the Datacenter
Processing time (Simulation output: Datacenter
Processing Time)
From the above graph, we came to know that when the
number of requests increasing at any node, the response
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

With the rapid increase in internet users, services
provided by cloud figure out are not increasing. So it is
not easy to maintain the balance between user’s request
and the response provided by the cloud figure out. With
the help of the Research work, we developed an efficient
load collate algorithm. We reached at the result through
these phases, Study of existing load collate, Propose a
load collate algorithm based on the result of the above
study, Execute the algorithm on Clouds and the last
compare the result of the proposed Algorithm with the
existing Round Robin algorithm to on Predefined
parameters to authenticate our work. In future, we will try
to test the proposed algorithm on other simulator and
high power hardware to get more accurate results.
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Table III: The Datacenter Configuration Used for
Simulation.

Table I: Comparison Table for Load Collate Algorithms
on Pre-defined Parameters.
Round
Algorithm

Min

Min

-

-

-

Robin

Min

Max

Static

Static

Low

Low

Parameters

Values

RoundRobin
with
Server
Affinity

RoundRobin
with
Warshal
Algorith
m

Architecture
OS
VMM
Number of machines
Memory per machines
Storage per machines

X86
Linux
Xen
4
2048 MB
100000

Dynamic

Dynamic

Available BW per machine

10000

No. of processor per machine
Processor’s speed
VM Shearing policy

2
100 MIPS
Time Shared

Cloudlet length

300

Parameters

Static

Type
Performance

Medium

Throughput

Low

Resource
utilization

Proper

Scalability

Low

Low

FaultTolerant

Low

Low

High

High

Mediu
m

Medium

Proper

Proper

Low

Mediu
m

High

Low

High

High

Low Medium
Proper Proper

Table IV: Represents the Results for the Round Robin
with Warshall Algorithm.

Table II: The VM Configuration Used for Simulation.
Parameters
Image size of VM
The Memory of VM
The Bandwidth of VM

Values
10000
512 MB
1000

No.
of
processin
g
(no.
of
rounds)

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

When no application is
Running

First(
6:10
am)
374
377
235
227

Second
(11 am)

Third(2
am)

When
some
Applicatio
ns
are
running
Fourth
(3:30 pm)

343
286
245
283

227
239
231
353

407
379
253
228
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Table V: the test results for the Round Robin and the
RoundRobin with warshall load collate algorithm
No.
Used
Algorithms

of

Requests(per

second)
30
10

20

25

737

598

489

375

3000 2870
RRLB
Milisecond
lB
RRWB

2467

219
0

2000

183
1

3580 3009

269
0

230
9

2190

210
0

5

15

W LB N No.of
Response
1200

]

875

( per

963

